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UNSEEN SIXITES
UNPUBLISHED IMAGES FROM "SIXTY-EIGHT" IN THE U.S.A.
8 - 11 November Expowall Gallery | Opening on Tuesday November the 8th at 6.00 p.m.

Ted Kennedy’s supporters of the California delegation, Democratic Convention, Chicago,
late August 1968 (photographer: unknown)

Milan, October 10, 2017 – Expowall Gallery dedicates the next exhibitions to the celebration of the
1968 anniversary. A lo twill be said and written about the Sixty-eight; anniversaries sometimes are
dangerous. Expowall Gallery want to give it a try, returning to its public the atmosphere of those
years.
The first appointment is the exhibition UNSEEN SIXTIES. Unpublished images from “Sixtyeight” in the U.S.A. edited by Matteo Ceschi, who has found in the newspaper archives of the
Midwest, Chicago in particular, unpublished photos that tells about the “Sixty-eight”, understood in its
broadest sense, from 1964 to 1970.
At that time Chicago was administered by the mayor Richard Dailey, the most influential
politician of the Democratic Party. Because of the central role in the national politics of its first
citizen, Chicago was, for all the Sixties, the epicenter of american information about "sixty-eight"
issues. And it was well before entering the international news because of the demonstrations strongly repressed by local law enforcement - that occurred in August 1968 in coincidence with the
work of the Democratic Convention that now, orphaned by the candidate Robert Kennedy ,
assassinated on the 6th of June, led to the election of Hubert Humphrey.

The series of those unseen shots collected by Matteo Ceschi are “refuses” of all the frames
taken by the photojournalists of the time and, for editoriale and/or layout purposes, not
selected for publication by newspaper editors. Along the well-known frames of Robert Kennedy
and the urban devastation scenes after Martin Luther King assassination, appear the Jefferson
Airplane during a concert in 1969 and the first NBA african-americans basketball palyer, as well as
Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin, the radical leaders of the anti-system remonstrance staged in Chicago,
or, furthermore, Black Panthers members and Vietnam veterans.
The UNSEEN SIXTIES operation is born from the beginning with a precise dissemination purpose.
Indeed, without this aspect, perhaps the whole operation wouldn’t have taken shape. The former
America-America exhibition, organized by Expowall Gallery drawing from the open source archive of
the New York Public Library and sponsored by the US Consulate General in Milan, had already
successfully tested the idea of offering visitors both the opportunity to buy professional certificated
prints and to download the pictures from the NYPL site and then print them on their own. So, at the
time to define the container that would have host UNSEEN SIXTIES, Matteo Ceschi decided to
put all the scans of his negatives on disposal: "I believe that inviting the visitor to download and
print, as well as buying a gallery print, represents a useful exercise of memory preservation. Regardless of
the free choice that every single visitor will do, the only fact of making physical memories of the past, at a
time when images are spasmodically consumed and soon after forgotten, can be a fundamental
contribution to restoring self-memory and the memory of what surrounds us. "
The pictures of the exhibition, after an acquisition and restoration work by Mario Govino, will
be downloadable for free on Expowall Gallery site http://www.expowallgallery.com. Or they
can be purchased already printed in the gallery.
"Anniversaries are always a bit dangerous: there are many risks like rethoric, conformism or
nonconformity in judgment, the apology of past times," says Alberto Meomartini, co-founder with
Pamela Campaner of the Expowall gallery. "It’s impossible to summarize that year and those years: the
rebellion towards everything in American campuses, the Vietnam War, the spread of drugs, the struggles
of overcoming racism and oppression on women, the killings of Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy,
the invasion of Czechoslovakia, the space travels, and each one can remember everything we have
forgotten. Perhaps the common denominator is hope, fortified or demolished, and the strength in feeling
jointly liable with many others. And music, for the first time, not as a background but as a protagonist:
the music that each of us feels watching these photographs, a personal soundtrack. Photographs of life in
synthesis".
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MATTEO CESCHI, photographer, historian and essayist from Milan, class 1974. He graduated in
Political Science with a thesis on the history of African Americans. Expert of the Sixties’
Counterculture, had thaught History of the United States of America and Contemporary History at the
University of Milan and the History of Journalism at the Private University of e-Campus. He is author of
several essays in Italian and English. His latest books are "Green Rock, Music and Ecology in the United
States from Bob Dylan to Bruce Springsteen" (CUESP, 2008) and "All the Colors of Obama, The Other
Story of American Elections" (Franco Angeli, 2012). For the last fifteen years he has participated in
conferences in Italy, France and England. He is a publicist enrolled in the Order of Journalists, begins
his career as a photographer in the world of music magazines and then dedicates himself to
documentary photography and street photography. He is a member of f / 50 The International
Photography Collective ( https://f50collective.com). His latest exhibition, together with Scottish
photographer Jim Marshall, was inaugurated in Sarajevo last September in collaboration with the
Bicocca University of Milan, the University of Sarajevo and the University of West Sarajevo and with
the patronage of the Italian Embassy in Bosnia Herzegovina. He writes and holds headlines on various
Italian and foreign titles. His street shots are published on the biannual publication "Rendez-vous de la
mode". Both the passion for history and photography led him to buy and catalog a large number
of 35mm negatives dedicated to the US Sixties. He can be found on the internet through his blog
tellingwithmyeyes.wordpress.com and related social networks.

EXPOWALL GALLERY organizes exhibitions of international artists and young talents, produces and
sells certified photographs in both numbered editions and open editions, is a publishing house and
also operates through new generation e-commerce. Expowall Gallery was born on 1 December 2015 in
Via Curtatone 4 in Milan, in an area that still represents the example of the development that the
culture offers to the city. After the fortunate experiment carried out during the Expo with the real-time
construction of a wall made with the Instagram photographs of Expo 2015 visitors and with the work
of a professional photographer, we decided to create the gallery in a physical space , soon became the
center of reflection and disclosure of photography in Milan.

